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Photographers have always been fascinated by the metaphors that accrue to photography.  The idea

of the latent image, and the virtual reality that it manifests, is compelling and appears to mirror the

conscious and unconscious workings of the human psyche as the negative image buried in the

unconscious mind becomes a positive conscious imprint.

The idea of light writing itself; the concept of the latent image waiting to become ’real’, and the way in

which the concept of time is altered and interfered with makes photography a magical process, even

though it has been heralded as a rational tool.2   Many critics have commented on the life/death

metaphor within photography, whereby time is both mortified (frozen/embalmed) and made immortal

(ever present, although absent).  These ideas all impact on psychological processes: memory,

perception, illusion and, of course, desire.  A desire that writes its memory, captures its moment in

time, re-creates its fantasies and phantasms.

Thus the early art photographers made composite photographs of fantasy scenes, amateur

photographers on the séance circuit proclaimed that the spirit could write itself onto the photographic

plate, and Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (inventor of the intrepid Sherlock Holmes) was convinced that two

little girls in rural England had taken photographs of real fairies at the bottom of their garden.3 Today

we can follow the history of UFOs on the internet, find archives of photographic evidence of alien

beings, generations of ghosts haunting the pages of the world wide web and we can have our aura

photographed at New Age fairs.4

These examples are predicated on manipulations of the photograph and its contexts that play with the

photographer’s, the subject’s, and the viewer’s desire.  Photography can make the ordinary appear

perverse, the mundane appear spectacular, the invisible appear real.  As such it is a theatrical arena

in which the subject can play out his of her desire.  The photograph, despite its would-be allegiance to

positivism, its promise to represent ‘reality’, can and does represent a desire that is always becoming:

a totemistic presence, a kind of othering.

The performative aspects of photography have often been overlooked or under emphasized in the

history and theory of photography. this was particularly evident from the mid-1970s until the end of the

1980s when critics following Michel Foucault (who borrowed something from Susan Sontag) argued

that the camera was a panoptic device that had been used to police people and societies.5  The

argument was refreshing at first because it presented a rigorous critique of the institutional and

ideological uses of photography. However, it stressed an unequal relationship between the



operator/photographer and the subject. In Sontag’s terms the camera was a weapon and critics

following Foucault argued that the eye of the camera was like the eye of God, the overseer, the prison

guard. This theory is important for some sorts of photography but it cannot be applied across the

photographic field. It tells us very little about art photography that does not duplicate the theory and it

is restrictive when applied to amateur and domestic photography. Although it gave rise to art practices

that became more self-conscious of power/knowledge relations and how the gaze was ideologically

engaged, it tended to ignore other practices, especially those which pushed or blurred the boundaries

between voyeurism and narcissism, between reality and fantasy.

Photography’s promise to re-present reality upholds the myth of reality but in all cases the photograph

is dependent on its context. Lewis Carrol, author of Alice in Wonderland and an amateur photographer

associated with the Pre-Rapaelites, was one of the first photographers to get into trouble over his

child-friends. Carroll, who photographed under his birth name, Charles Dodgson, was aware that his

photographs of nude children could be misinterpreted and either returned the negatives to his subjects

or destroyed them before he died, very few nude studies remain.6 Dodgson/Carroll was caught up in a

shifting social context and one that was to change even more dramatically at the turn of the nineteenth

and into the twentieth century as the innocence of the child gave way to a recognition of child

sexuality, and homosexuality as a ‘perversion’ started to be named.7 Retrospectively, post-Freud,

Carroll’s work in literature and photography has been psychoanalyzed and re-interpreted as perverse.8

Carroll’s work in literature and photography has been psychoanalyzed and re-interpreted as perverse.8

Carroll’s work is criticized yet the good mother of Pre-Raphaelite photography, Julia Margaret

Cameron, gets off lightly. Her studies of children, which are arguably more erotic than Carroll’s,

escape the post-Freudian critics because she is a woman and a mother and she cloaks her desire in

religious narratives. The Madonna and Child imagery that recurs in Cameron’s opus protects it from

an erotic interpretation as does her fuzzy, soft-focus technique which gives the photographs a proto-

pictorial, impressionistic look.9

In the twenty-first century we understand, after more than a hundred years of Freud, that children are

sexually active agents. They do express themselves erotically and they aspire to grown-up desires.

Fundamentalists from all walks of life would have us believe that repressing representations of

childhood sexuality is the best moral policy because adults cannot be trusted. At its extreme such an

interpretation legislates against representations of the child in the nude, especially when the medium

of representation is photography and/or the image is captured by the camera. This is because we are

caught up in the myth of the veracity of the photographed image and we have come to understand that

the desire of the adult (usually but not always the camera operator) is more powerful. Thus the child is



represented through the desire of an adult. The possibility for the misappropriation of such a power

makes us nervous and we seek to protect the rights of the child.

Telling Tales is an exhibition of photographs of children by adult photographers. Some explore their

own childhoods through the family album or theatrical re-stagings (Di Barrett, Mark McDean, Deborah

Paauwe, Kate Butler) and some present pictures of their children or children they know well (Polixeni

Papapetrou, Anne Ferran, Nicola Loder, Pat Brassington). Tracey Moffat explores memories of

childhood experience as remembered by adults, Pat Brassington often uses found imagery, Bill

Henson uses adolescents as models for his photo-tableaux and Ronnie van Hout creates his

childhood scenes using miniatures.

All of the photographers are conscious of the power/knowledge discourse that surrounds photography

and they are aware of the ways in which this impacts on representations of children and childhood,

many interact with aspects of the critical discourse in different ways.

The most pervasive image that we have of childhood comes from the family album. Sociologists such

as Pierre Bordieu have argued that photography is a democratic picture making medium and that in

the hands of the ordinary person (the middle class ‘man’) it is used as a tool to inscribe pictures of the

family as a family unit.10 In other words Bourdieu believes that people take pictures for the family

album that reinforce or write their family into the history of the family as framed by patriarchal

discourse. They take pictures at weddings, parties, christenings; they enshrine notions of

heterosexuality, monogamy, parenthood. However, Bourdieu is a sociologist and his focus is

restrictive. If we consider the ways in which artists have addressed the family album it becomes

apparent that all is not well in the stereotypical framework.

Many artists have revisited the family album as a research site in order to highlight the dysfunctional

elements of the family. Di Barrett and Mark McDean both interrogate the family as photographic

structure. Barrett underlines the sexual tension between siblings and friends of the same sex by

focusing on the camp aesthetic of the child’s performance for the camera. In this way the recycled

pictures destabilise conventional notions of the heterosexual family unit. Mark McDean takes the

investigation of the family album further by including embroidered text alongside old black and white

photographs. The photographs are small and badly composed, alone they appear ordinary (Bourdieu’s

middle brow art), but with the hand written extracts they tell another story, one of alienation, as a step-

child tries to fit into the family unit. McDean’s installation slowly undoes the sociologist’s gaze as

Bourdieu’s ceremonies and occasions of inscription are undone by the monotonous and the ordinary;

the small violences and the everyday anxieties which disrupt the ideal narrative of family, hearth and

home.



The dark side of childhood and adolescent experience is foregrounded in other works in this

exhibition. Pat Brassington and Bill Henson both present haunting photographic series and tableaux

that are clearly imaginary constructions. The fragmentation of the human subject and the physical,

chemical and optical manipulation of the image and its context produce phantasms and narratives in

which the viewer plays a significant part. Both artists convey dark, mysterious and uncanny ideas and

dispositions in their work. Henson’s monumental installation for the Venice Biennale in 1995

generated critical debate because of the age of the models and their perceived powerlessness.

Adolescents, some of whom are reported to be street kids and/or junkies, are seen cavorting in urban

wastelands amongst the debris of car wrecks or set against magnificent landscapes11. The naked and

semi-naked figures are surrounded in a dark atmosphere which is punctuated with white shards of

unexposed photographic paper. The violence of the photographic process is clearly displayed as the

photographer underlines the syntax of the photograph. The characters appear to be involved in an

unspoken ritual: cathartic and Dionysian initiation or a rite of passage as the artist depicts a transitory

state between childhood and the loss of innocence. As with many of Henson’s photographs of youth

set against nighttime land/city scapes the position of the photographer as voyeur is underlined. He is a

kind of stalker who transforms his subjects into angelic, mystical, sometimes fetishist or archetypal

images: totems of an otherness that is often strangely, romantically, empowered in the photographs.12

Pat Brassington presents the body as an uncanny mystery and is interested in what she calls the

‘underbelly’ of the human psyche. The influence of surrealism is evident alongside the ghosting and

repetitive qualities of photography which stress both its mechanical and alchemical processes.

Brassington has created numerous studies of the child using digital manipulation and printing

techniques. Many of the images in this exhibition are sensual and some, such as, Akimbo (1999),

entice the viewer into a narrative of sexual initiation. Here a young female figure is shown from the

shoulders down in what appears to be a wedding dress which has been slit at the genital area

rendering a small red gash. The girl is holding out the skirt of the dress which appears as if caught in

motion, perhaps dancing or twirling. It is at once a celebratory and a violent image, but a soft shrouded

violence. Other images present a dreamlike quality with soft focus or collage techniques. However,

even images which appear to be un-manipulated seem uncanny. This is particularly true of Untitled

(2000) which shows a young girl wrapped in a blanket staring out of the photograph’s frame. This

could easily be an image from the aftermath of a nineteenth century séance where many adolescent

girls performed as spiritual mediums.13

Anne Ferran appears to be transfixed by the ghosting of desire available through photography and she

                                                  



uses it to investigate representations of feminine sexuality. She is self-consciously critical of the grand

narratives of western representation and although images from Carnal Knowledge are reminiscent of

some of Julie Margaret Cameron’s Pre-Raphaelite children, Ferran’s concern is with the mythological

and iconographic representations of femininity. The representations of children in Carnal Knowledge

are overlayed with a translucent film of an image of decaying stone, giving them an antique or

classical mystery. When the series was first exhibited the pictures of children were accompanied by a

photographed caption which also appeared to be etched in stone. The caption told the story of Jupiter

and Juno as recounted by Ovid. The mythological narrative centers around a discussion of woman’s

sexual pleasure and results in Tiresias (who had been both man and woman) being blinded for his

audacious adjudication. 14  When asked which sex gained the most pleasure Tiresias answered: the

woman.  Ferran’s photographs of her daughter and her daughter’s friends are thus framed by

mythology and classical decay. The title of the work draws us into an analysis of the mother’s physical

and sexual relationship with the child, framing this within a master narrative yet leaving some room for

the spontaneous gestures of the child which could be read as a jouissance exceeding the symbolic.15

Ferran underlines and exploits the conundrum of desire found in the photographic process. She is

aware of the seduction of the trace, what some critics have called the indexical qualities of

photography, where the object before the lens is imprinted on the film, like a footprint in the sand or a

death mask. 16 This is most obvious in the photogram process where the object is simply laid onto the

light sensitive film. Ferran’s images from the Rouse Hill Estate, a historical house museum, use this

direct positive process to create the ghost of the past as clothes from previous centuries allude to the

bodies of the long departed. Like the early art photographers and the amateur spiritualist

photographers of the nineteenth century, Ferran utilises both the scientific and the magical qualities of

the photograph. The photogram is clearly an index of the real and yet it is always already a ghost.

Ferran is interested in history and gender but she is also seduced by photography, light-writing, and it

is here that her stated desire: to make the figures in Carnal Knowledge “overtly passive and

unresistant”, comes undone for the viewer.17

Much like Henson’s adolescents, Ferran’s children seem caught in some sort of ecstasy that is

simultaneously romanticised and ritualised. These children appear to be framed by an adult desire yet

they are also subjects desiring to enact their own subjectivity. In many ways this is what makes them

both more and less powerful than their representations.

Carnal Knowledge is as much about maternal desire as Julie Margaret Cameron’s Madonna and Child

opus. Although Ferran’s photographs appear less staged than Julie Margaret Cameron’s amateur

                                                                                                                                                                              



theatricals, they represent a classical narrative in which femininity is conjured through gesture and

touch. 18

Nicola Loder photographs children that she knows well at the after-school centre where she works.

The series in Telling tales is from a monumental installation of one hundred and seventy five

photographs, exhibited on their own wall in five rows of thirty-five prints.19 The effect of this

installation was dramatic. The pictures were all shot with an old medium format camera without a

tripod or light meter. As a result there is a considerable degree of guess work and the artist does not

alter or enhance the prints in the darkroom. All errors are incorporated. There is a casual and

haphazard approach to the picture making process and yet the work takes on the appearance of a

monument. All the portraits are taken against the same background and shot from below giving the

subjects a heroic stance. The sheer repetition of the images in the installation gives the children as a

unit a menacing power.20 Loder appears to embrace the concept of the child-like vision, however, she

also incorporates a child-like assessment of the portrait, the subject, the person. There is a deliberate

distancing in these photographic profiles one which signals, perhaps, the power of a menacing other,

the power of the child.21

The images of Olympia by Polixeni Papapatrou are challenging because of the realist technique. Like

Lewis Carroll/Charles Dodgson, Papapatrou is a ‘straight’ photographer producing sharp focus

pictures with little artifice or painterly quotation. There is nothing abstracted or mysterious about these

pictures. What makes them compelling is the way in which the child appears to willingly perform for

the camera. Although the stage is obviously set by the adult photographer there is a sense in which

the mother as captured the child performing for the symbolic in an absent minded way. The punctum

in the photographs is the fetish object belonging to the child. The sucking of the dummy appears to

interrupt the child’s concentration. To disrupt the photograph. The gaze is trance-like as it gives way to

the memory of an intrauterine space conjured by the objet petit a.

In Kate Butler’s photographs from the series The Chimerical Daughter the metaphor of feminine evil

and fragmented bestiality is transformed through a post-structuralist understanding of a fragmented

subjectivity. The language(s) of the daughter are thus recast and an imaginary, fanciful desire is

enacted which simultaneously reinscribes feminine gender roles and casts them as staged theatricals

using miniature totems of girlie memories. Deborah Paauwe explores similar terrain by investigating

memories of her own childhood, however, her children are usually faceless as they perform sensuous

rituals such as brushing their hair. These bodily rituals appear secretive in Paauwe’s treatment and

despite the intensity of the color, which gives a light-heated effect, there is the echo of whispered

secrets, divulged stories about the body and its corporeality, and with these the spectre of guilt as the

adolescent body is forced to comply with adult stereotypes that the symbolic (patriarchal) language



inscribes for woman. Thus the viewer is witness to a secret passage as the child relinquishes her

childhood sexuality to take on the mantle of guilt associated with her femininity in adult life.

Tracey Moffat produces a sharp critical edge in her Scarred for Life (series 1 and 11) where memories

told to the artist by friends and acquaintances are en-acted in the photographs. The Time-Life format

of photographic essay underlines the temporality and news-worthiness of the images, however, the

captioned stage is too theatrical to not be ironic and thus the viewer is drawn into an intellectual

analysis. These images challenge the ideal of an innocent and blissful childhood unencumbered by

the psychological tensions of family life. The performative staging of the photographs allows the artist

to underline the horror and violence of childhood and to deconstruct the myth of the perfect family.

The work of Ronnie van Hout is also performative. Staged sets with figurines are used to create

narratives which are sometimes juxtaposed with erotic texts. The child in van Hout’s Mephitis series is

a make believe child acting out a fuzzy fantasy in the world of soap opera. When this series was first

shown it was accompanied by a small catalogue which told the story of an obscene phone caller who

seduced his target. The juxtaposition between the visual tableaux and the written narrative produced a

pornographic tension. Without the story the pictures lose their place in an erotic story, although the

grey boyish figure does seem to drift through a rather sinister world in which he has little power.

Photographs of children and childhood will always be haunting, sometimes menacing. Depending on

the viewer’s disposition an image of childhood may be sinister, erotic or innocent. All options are

ideologically loaded. Even the resurrected family album shots used by Di Barrett and Mark McDean

become something other than they were when re-contextualized by the artist, the curator and the art

gallery.

Anne Marsh, June 2000
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Scenarios”, Art from Australia: Eight Contemporary Views catalogue, AETA, 1990 where the
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particularly debates from the history of feminism. But I am not interested in trying to depict

anything that could be said to be a truth about femininity. I am concerned with the
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21. Kevin Murray in his catalogue essay, “Three Child Proofs” for The First Age: An Exhibition of

Photographs of Children and Childhood Experience, West Space, Melbourne, 1995, discusses,
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